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Federal Requirements

- Shall identify the work proposed over the next one or two year period by major activity and task (including activities that address the planning factors) in sufficient detail to indicate:
  - who will perform the work
  - the schedule for completion
  - the resulting products
  - proposed funding
I. Introduction

II. Regional Transportation Planning
   ◦ Federal Planning Factors (new)
   ◦ FY 2014-2015 Accomplishments (new)

III. The Planning Program for Fiscal Years 2016 and 2017
   ◦ Objective 1.0 Program Administration and Coordination
   ◦ Objective 2.0 Planning Outreach, Education and Training
   ◦ Objective 3.0 Long Range Planning
   ◦ Objective 4.0 Short Range Planning
   ◦ Objective 5.0 Transportation Operations
   ◦ Objective 6.0 Public Transportation Planning
   ◦ Objective 7.0 Support Systems for Planning

IV. Federal Urban Transportation Planning Program Activity Descriptions

V. Other Major Planning Activities

VI. Appendices
   ◦ Appendix A: Program Financial Tables
   ◦ Appendix B: DRCOG Deliverables With Expected Completion Dates
New Initiatives

- **Regional Freight Movement Study**
  - Analysis of commodity flows, local freight attractors and generators
  - Challenges
  - Develop a vision for the region’s freight network

- **Regional Active Transportation Plan**
  - Evaluation of existing network
  - ID regional connection gaps/opportunities
  - First/Last mile considerations

- **Enhancements to land use and transportation forecasting models**
  - Visualization tools (e.g. Urban Canvas)
  - Dynamic Traffic Assignment
QUESTIONS?